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Abstract-In this paper we used Fuzzified version of zero suffix algorithm for solving Interval Integer
Transportation problem. To explain the algorithm an example is solved .
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An interval number A is defined as
,
- *
+. Here
1. INTRODUCTION
In an industry transporting goods from various are the lower and upper bound of the intervals [4].
sources to various sinks with the minimum cost is a
vital part of their minimizing cost of production.
2.2 Definition:
Plenty of algorithms were developed to solve Interval Numbers Arithmetic [4]
transportation problems with certain parameters. In Let
,
-and
,
- are two interval
practical situations it is difficult to determine those numbers.
parameters in precise. To overcome these vagueness Addition:
,
- ,
- ,
various researchers [1-3,5 -8,12] proposed various
-.
techniques like fuzzy and interval numbers. Very few Subtraction
,
- ,
researchers worked in interval integer transportation ,
-.
problems. Juman et al., [6] proposed a heuristic Multiplication:
,
-where
technique for solving transportation problems with
*
+and
interval numbers. Das et al. [3] solved interval
*
+.
transportation problem using the right bound and the
midpoint of the interval. Sengupta et al., [11] 2.3 Definition:
developed a method to solve interval transportation Let
,
-and
,
- are two interval
problems by considering the midpoint and width of the
numbers. Let
and
.
interval in the objective function. Safi et al.,[10]
then
. If
then
.
solved a fixed charge transportation problems by If
converting the interval fuzzy constraints into multiobjective fuzzy constraints,.Pandian et al.,[9] applied 2.4 Definition
separation method for solving fully interval integer Equivalent Interval number: Two interval
,
-and
,
- are said to be
transportation problems. Purushothkumar et al.. [13 ] numbers
(
)
equivalent
if
their
crisp
values
[
( )] are
developed diagonal optimal algorithm to solve interval
equal.
integer transportation problems. In this article we
proposed zero suffix algorithm to solve interval
integer transportation problem. The midpoint ranking 2.5Interval Integer Transportation problems
-=∑ ∑ ,
- ,
technique was used to rank the fuzzy numbers in this Minimize,
article. The algorithm is illustrated through an Subject
example. This algorithm may useful for the decision to∑ ,
]
- =[
-,∑ ,
-=[
makers to solve interval integer transportation
.
problems. The organization of this article is given as
follows:In section 1relevant definition are given.
,
-=∑ ∑ ,
- total interval
Section 2 deals with the proposed new algorithm. An
transportation
,
example is given in Section 3. Conclusion is given in
cost
Section 4.
the total fuzzy
availability of
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS
,
the product at
2.1 Definition:
ith source
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,

,

,

-

-

-

the total fuzzy
demand of the
product at jth
destination
unit
fuzzy
transportation
cost from the
ith source to the
jth destination
the number of
approximate
units of the
product
that
should
be
transported
from the ith
source to jth
destination or
fuzzy decision
variables

3. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The new algorithm is as follow:
Step 1.
Construct the Interval fuzzy transportation table for
the given Interval Integer transportation problem and
then, convert it into a balanced one, if it is not.
Subtract each row entries of the interval transportation
table from the row minimum. Do the same for
columns also.
Step 2.
In the reduced cost matrix there will be at least one
interval fuzzy zero in each row and column. Find
interval fuzzy suffix value ̃ of all theInterval fuzzy
zeros in the reduced cost matrix by the ratio of
addition interval fuzzy costs of nearest adjacent sides
of interval fuzzy zeros which are greater than interval
fuzzy zero to the number of interval fuzzy values
added. Here we should take the denominator as
interval fuzzy values. i.e., if the number of values is 3,
we should take that as fuzzy number [3,3].
̃= Addition of the fuzzy costs of adjacent sides of
fuzzy zero which are greater than fuzzy zero/number
of fuzzy values added.
Step 3.
Choose the maximum of ̃ , if it has one maximum
value then first supply to that interval fuzzy demand
corresponding to that cell. If it has more equal
interval fuzzy values then select any one and supply to
that interval fuzzy demand maximum possible.
Step 4.
After the above step, the exhausted interval fuzzy
demands or interval fuzzy supplies to be trimmed.
The resultant interval fuzzy matrix possess at least one
interval fuzzy zero in each row and column else repeat
Step 1.
Step 5.

Repeat Step 3 to Step 4 until the optimal solution is
obtained.
Section-3
Example 1
Consider the following interval integer transportation
problem
,
,
(
,
,

-

,
,
,
- ,

,
- ,
,
- ,

,
,
,
- ,

,
- ,
)
- ,
- ,

-

Applying the proposed algorithm
,
- ,
- ,
- ,
- ,
- , , -)
(,
, - ,
- , - ,
The interval fuzzy zeros are in the position (1,3),
(1,4),(2,1),(3,2),(3,4) of the reduced matrix. If we take
the fuzzy zero in the (1,3), the adjacent values [-4,5],
[1,6]which are greater than fuzzy zero. So the interval
fuzzy suffix value for that position (1,3) is given
,
- , by , - , where the interval fuzzy number [1.5,5.5] is the interval fuzzy value of the number of
adjacent values which are greater than fuzzy zero
added. Similarly find the fuzzy suffix value for all
other fuzzy zeros. The values are given below : for
the position(1,4)is [3,7], for the position (2,1)
is[0,5.33], for the position (3,2) is [0.66,6] and for the
position(3,4) is [2,6]. Out of all these interval fuzzy
suffix value, the interval fuzzy suffix value of fuzzy
zero in the position (1,4) is maximum. Therefore
allocate the corresponding fuzzy supply or fuzzy
demand whichever is less to that (1,4) position. From
the problem it is noted that in that position the
corresponding fuzzy supply [7,9] is minimum. So
allocate the corresponding fuzzy supply [7,9] to that
position and delete the corresponding row. Do these
steps repetitively until all the requirements are
satisfied.
The optimal solution is given by
, , , , -, , ,
, , ,
, , ,
,
,
,
- ,
, , , , ,
, ,
,
-)
( ,
The transportation cost is given by , - , , - ,
- ,
- , - , - , , - ,
- , - ,
- ,
- ,
,
- ,
- ,
- ,
- ,
-.
4. CONCLUSION
An algorithm is proposed for solving interval integer
transportation problem by using zero suffix
algorithm. This algorithm is effective and easy to
understand. This method can be used for solving
special kind of interval integer transportation
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problems like unbalanced, prohibited routes and
maximization problems.
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